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Abstract 
 
Based on preliminary analysis of archival and interview data collected for a larger research project, this 
paper explores the role of naïveté regarding existing library practice in initiating four massive-scale public 
book provision efforts: the Boston Public Library, the Carnegie library program, the Google Books Library 
Project, and the Open Content Alliance. Based on these case examples, it is suggested that such naïveté 
can be a useful facilitator in the initial phases of such projects – and can sometimes make the difference 
between their materializing and not materializing – but that in order to succeed, these efforts must 
eventually draw in others with substantial domain expertise and/or ingenuity. 
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Introduction 
 
In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn describes several revolutionary scientific 
discoveries – such as Galileo’s analyses of pendulum motion and Dalton’s contributions to atomic theory 
– that were made possible in part by the discoverers’ intellectual position outside of the dominant 
paradigm of the scientific domain they revolutionized (Kuhn, 1970, pp. 119-120, 132-133). In these 
cases, a certain level of disciplinary innocence was a virtue: because they did not “know” that what they 
were doing was “impossible,” they were able to change the world. And arguably, this sort of phenomenon 
is not limited to the world of scientific discovery. In the world of library and information science, there have 
also been instances in which naïve outsiders have pushed forward projects of unprecedented – and even 
supposedly “impossible” scale – especially in the area of access to books. 
In this paper, I explore four cases (two historical, two current) whose object was to provide as 
many books as possible, to as many people as possible, to a large extent free of charge, in which the 
primary funder and/or champion stood at a remove from existing paradigms of library practice. These 
cases – the Boston Public Library, the Carnegie library program, the Google Books Library Project, and 
the Open Content Alliance – form the basis of a dissertation project comparing their motivations, internal 
self-definitions, and initial structural and procedural implementations. For the two physical libraries, data 
collection involved extensive archival investigation, both in physical archives and online; for the 
digitization initiatives, a set of eighteen 30-90 minute qualitative interviews were conducted with influential 
program participants and then triangulated with public contracts, press releases, and secondary sources.
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 A full accounting of the contours of this data is available upon request. At the most basic level, for the physical libraries, three 
physical archives (at the Boston Public Library, Columbia University’s Butler Library, and the Library of Congress) were consulted, 
along with many primary and secondary sources retrieved from online repositories (mainly those created by the other two cases!). 
For the digitization initiatives, confidential interviews were conducted at both of the host institutions (Google and IA), as well as 
several partner libraries (including all five of the original Google partners, as well as the University of California, the University of 
Toronto, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution). Interviewees were selected based on a combination of a snowball sampling 
methodology, and an assessment of their proximity to decision-making processes. 
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Though analysis of this data is ongoing, the outsider status of primary project facilitators has emerged as 
a preliminary theme. In this paper, I sketch the role of naïveté regarding existing library practice at high 
levels in each case, ultimately suggesting two points: first, although some naïveté may or may not be 
necessary to the initiation of large-scale information access efforts, it can certainly be helpful; and 
second, though naïveté can ease the way toward initiating a massive book-access project, the ultimate 
success of such projects depends heavily on the empowered involvement of individuals with significant 
expertise and/or ingenuity in working through all of the many details. 
 
Case 1: Boston Public Library (ca. 1852-1858) 
 
The Boston Public Library (BPL) originated many of the norms and systems that we now think of 
as being characteristic of the public library – including circulating collections (Hillard et al., 1876), offering 
both scholarly and popular works for broad public use (Second annual report of the trustees of the city 
library, 1854), and providing a skilled librarian able to assist patrons with myriad information needs (Board 
of Aldermen, 1857, citing Edward Everett). These innovations were necessary in the early history of the 
BPL because, although it was not the first public library in the United States, it was the first to serve a 
major metropolitan area, and would soon become one of the largest libraries in the country – two factors 
which also contributed strongly to its great influence over the public library movement as a whole (Ditzion, 
1947; Shera, 1949). There is thus an extent to which the BPL’s leadership had no established public 
library paradigm to draw upon; no hard-etched standard practices to follow or reject. Still, even for this 
period, the BPL’s most significant donor – Joshua Bates, a Massachusetts-born  London financier – had 
considerably less of an idea how such an institution might function than most of the others involved. 
Bates’s willingness to contribute, despite his own self-acknowledged lack of library expertise, played a 
significant role in making the BPL into the influential institution it would become. Bates provided an initial 
endowment of $50,000 and a few years later, $50,000 more for books to fill the library’s first dedicated 
building (Bates, 1852; Trustees of the Public Library, 1865). These donations had a tremendous impact. 
As one historian of the BPL suggests, “[b]efore his intervention there were words, after it there was a 
library” (Whitehill, 1956, p. 66). 
The reasons for Bates’s offer had a great deal more to do with desiring to provide a healthy, 
book-lined place for poor boys like he had been to spend their evenings than with any specific notion of 
what an enormous public city library might actually look like or how it might function (Bates, 1852). Bates 
simply wished a library to exist, and for it to start off on a grand scale (Trustees of the Public Library, 
1865). Yet, to Bates’s credit, though his donations could have made him extremely powerful in swaying 
the strategic direction of BPL in its early years, he never claimed any such control, preferring to leave it to 
the library’s Board of Trustees and others whom he felt knew better than himself. Throughout the rest of 
Bates’s correspondence with the library, phrases like “I'm satisfied to be guided by what you and Mr. 
Ticknor think best” (Trustees of the Public Library, 1865, pp. letter from Bates to Edward Everett, 
November 12, 1852) and “I rely on you, Mr. Everett and Mr. Ticknor, to put the matter right”
2
 (Bates, 
1852) appear with frequency, as do expressions of confidence in the skill and knowledgeability of the 
library’s local leadership. 
 
Case 2: The Carnegie Library Program (ca. 1880-1919) 
 
By the time Andrew Carnegie began his expansive program of library philanthropy a few decades 
later, the public library had taken sufficient hold as an institutional form for at least some paradigms of 
library practice to have come into being – drawing in no small part on the example set by the BPL. Still, 
Carnegie himself appears to have had little knowledge of or interest in these paradigms, except to the 
extent that their development allowed him to take for granted that they existed. Indeed, Carnegie’s 
rationale for his library donations – more than $56 million, providing 1679 library buildings in the U.S., 
among 2509 total worldwide (Bobinski, 1969, p. 31) – strongly echoes that of Bates for his donations to 
the BPL. At every library-related speech Carnegie gave, he repeated the same personal anecdote as a 
rationale for his philanthropy: when he was growing up, a man named Colonel Anderson opened his 
personal book collection to Carnegie and other boys, and the use of this collection made such an impact 
on Carnegie that he would later grandly conclude that “there is no human arrangement so powerful for  
________________________________ 
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  Everett and Ticknor were the two most influential members of the BPL’s founding board of trustees. 
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good, there is no benefit that can be bestowed upon a community so great, as that which places within 
the reach of all the treasures of the world which are stored up in books” (Carnegie, 1889b). And as the 
Carnegie Library program proceeded, it seemed quite clear, as MacLeod suggests, that Carnegie viewed 
his donations simply (or perhaps simplistically) as “continuations of Colonel Anderson’s modest 
collection” (Macleod, 1968, p. 20). 
Indeed, although Carnegie wielded somewhat more control over his system of library donations 
than Bates did over the BPL, he seems to have had an equally undeveloped idea of what libraries 
actually were and what resources they would need in order to function. But then, given the way that 
Carnegie structured his donations – he would provide money for a building only when a community had 
committed to providing both land on which to build it and tax revenue with which to fund its collections 
and services (Bobinski, 1969) – and given his views on philanthropy as articulated elsewhere (that is, that 
it should encourage self-sufficiency and independent effort by giving “nothing for nothing”) (e.g., 
Carnegie, 1889a, 1889c, 1920), it seems clear that he believed that the communities could – and should 
– work out the details of running the libraries for themselves. And indeed, Carnegie libraries, once 
established, tended to sink or swim based on the extent of local support and the relative talents of local 
leadership (Johnson, 1916; Macleod, 1968). 
 
Case 3: The Google Books Library Project (2004-present) 
 
Moving into more recent history, the Google Books Library Project provides perhaps the clearest 
example of the beneficial naïveté explored here. In 2001, Google began approaching major research 
libraries – starting with those at founder Larry Page’s almae matres, the University of Michigan (UM) and 
Stanford University – about their desire to scan all the books in the world (or at least many millions of 
them), starting with all of both universities’ book-based holdings. Their overtures were successful, and 
those partnerships, along with less expansive agreements with Harvard, Oxford, and the New York Public 
Library, were announced in 2004, with a few dozen more to follow. In the pre-announcement years, 
especially at UM and Stanford, several meetings and phone calls were held between the universities’ 
librarians and high-ranking officials at Google. Three interview participants for this study described in 
strikingly similar terms how, in those interactions, the librarians would bring forward myriad concerns from 
prior experience with book digitization, and the Google representatives would essentially wave them off. 
As one recalled, 
 
I’d come in and we knew some things about duplication, how many copies of Nature we had, how 
many copies between the branch libraries in the campus, what percentage of the collection was 
duplicated. So I start to talk about that. … And Larry Page went “yeah, we don’t care about that.” 
Because it would be harder to sort that out than just do ‘em. And we went [meekly] “OK!” 
 
As experts within the existing paradigm of digitization, it was difficult for these library leaders to 
see beyond all the potential problems; standing outside of that paradigm, the Google teams (perhaps 
hubristically), did not share their hesitation. And although many of the librarians’ concerns have certainly 
proven valid (especially with regard to copyright and metadata (e.g., Duguid, 2007; Samuelson, 2010)), 
as one of those librarians noted, Google’s naïveté in these areas – and some librarians’ willingness to 
play along with it – helped make the project seem less impossible: 
 
these Google people were like these adolescents with these great ideas. And we were like the 
old folks, in a way. [But we decided,] “when in doubt, let’s do what they want to do. Let’s think like 
they think. Let’s not think the way we think, and have to have everything has to be tight and neat 
and you’ve got to make sure you’ve got the holdings record right.” 
 
By setting aside their strong sense from within the paradigm of librarianship that such scale was 
impossible – and specifically impossibly complex, impossibly expensive, and impossibly risky – Google’s 
library partners were able to take a significant leap. And, it should be noted, just because the librarians 
were willing to go along with Google’s model does not mean that they lacked input: in fact, my interviews 
at both Google and partner libraries indicate that Google relied critically on the expertise of partner 
librarians, especially at UM, Stanford, and Harvard, to help them work through the procedural details of 
scanning tens of millions of books. 
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Case 4: The Open Content Alliance (ca. 2005-2010) 
 
The Internet-Archive-led “Open Content Alliance” (OCA) arose as a challenger to Google’s 
project in 2005, championing a more open, transparent approach to scanning (Kahle, 2005; Leetaru, 
2008). Though the Internet Archive (IA) had by then been scanning and storing all sorts of media for 
many years, the OCA represented a massive leap in scale for IA in the book arena. Under the banner of 
the OCA, the IA sought to facilitate library book scanning by establishing scanning “pods” in various 
locations and by storing and providing free public access to digital books through the IA website (Kahle, 
2007). And it quickly picked up influential partners, including the University of California, the Boston 
Library Consortium, and the Biodiversity Heritage Library (Open Content Alliance). 
The driving force behind the OCA was IA founder Brewster Kahle, who did have a foot inside the 
existing library paradigm, having been scanning for years already. Still, there is also a sense from 
interviews with OCA participants that Kahle, coming out of the software industry, still had an outsider 
perspective. In particular, he felt that libraries moved too slowly, and although he believed the OCA could 
make things go faster, he had no clear plan for how the organization would independently function. As 
one partner librarian suggested, “he was just ‘Come on! Let’s just go scan some stuff!’ and there wasn’t 
really much thought of contract or MOUs, or you know, the usual stuff that define people’s relationships.” 
And, placing a more positive spin on Kahle’s approach, one study participant suggested that the IA was 
 
in a liberated position…because we’re not beholden to the normal baggage that is associated 
with library systems and library practice, and none of us are librarians. We’re software people. 
You know? And that allows us to sort of approach the issue in a totally fresh way. 
 
And indeed, the IA has made solid strides in book scanning: the IA Text Archive 
(http://archive.org/texts)  now contains more than 3.5 million items, and the IA continues to scan (and 
otherwise accumulate) books at a fair clip. Still, it bears noting that the Open Content Alliance per se no 
longer exists. And interview accounts suggest that to a significant degree, it broke down because of 
Kahle’s unwillingness to share control. As one early participant recalled, 
 
Me and a few others, really early on, had a discussion with Brewster about ‘look, you can run this 
as part of your Internet Archive, and it’s an extension of your ego, and that’s fine… or you can 
establish it as a kind of a trust, which has its own independent governance… and that’s fine too. 
But you can’t do both.’ 
 
Kahle and the Internet Archive’s library-outsider enthusiasm may have been sufficient to launch the OCA, 
but they proved incapable of independently keeping it aloft, at least in that form. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Though each of these cases include unique manifestations of library-outsider naïveté, they are 
nonetheless similar in that in each case, at least one influential individual believed in the possibility of 
something unprecedented – a major urban public library, a constellation of library buildings across the 
globe, the world’s premiere research libraries made digital within a decade, open collaboration on 
distributed book scanning – and used their considerable financial and/or technical resources to help 
usher that unprecedented thing into existence. For the BPL and the Carnegie libraries, it seems likely that 
the involvement of Bates and Carnegie merely accelerated a process that would have eventually come to 
pass without them – though perhaps not at equivalent scale. For the digitization initiatives, however, this 
outsider involvement was more transformative. As many of the librarians interviewed affirmed, before 
Google announced its Library Project, the library community dismissed the idea of scanning all the books 
in the world as a ridiculous pipe dream. Eight years later, the world is still far from having digitized all the 
books – but with more than 20 million already online, and multiple large-scale book-scanning efforts now 
underway, it doesn’t seem nearly as inconceivable a goal. Still, the extent to which each of these projects 
has succeeded – or not – has depended crucially on the involvement of less naïve individuals in working 
out the actual specifics – to name one for each of the first three cases, respectively, Charles Jewett 
(Whitehill, 1956), William Brett (Bobinski, 1969, p. 31), and John Wilkin.
3
  Being innocent of existing 
library “truths,” it seems, can be a significant aid in dreaming big in the book-access arena; however, 
beyond a certain point, more detail-oriented expertise and ingenuity is required to transform those 
ambitious dreams into a new reality. 
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3  John Wilkin is the University of Michigan’s Associate University Librarian for Library Information Technology; he was rated highly 
in terms of influence by seven out of the eleven interviewees involved with Google Books. 
 
